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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper G is a finite group and K a field of characteristic 0 
equipped with a valuation. Also R is the valuation ring, P the unique maximal 
ideal of R, p a rational prime in P, and K = R/P the residue class field, which 
has characteristic p. Assume that K is complete and a splitting field for every 
subgroup of G. Now it follows from [lo] that any algebraically c osed field of 
characteristic p can be derived in this way, so we can and shall assume further 
that k is algebraically c osed. 
We will also adopt the convention that all modules are finitely generated 
right modules, and if U is a KG-module t(U) will denote its composition length, 
.2(U) its ocle and CD(U) its Frattini submodule. Finally 1will denote the identity 
subgroup of G, where appropriate. 
We aim to study the following situation. 
HYPOTHESIS. B is a RG-block with cyclic defect group D of order q = pd. 
Write the unique subgroup chain for D as follows: 
For all 0 < t < d - 1, set A$ = N,(D,) and C, = &(D,), which hence yields 
the following chains: 
N,(D)=N,~NN,~...~Na,~(G, C,(D)=C,eC,~-..~Cc,_,~6. 
Let B,-, be the unique kN+I-block of defect group D with B& = B and Eet 
b,, be any kc,,-block of defect group D with b& = B. ECdvI will denote the 
stabilizer in N,, of b, (with respect to conjtigation) and Eb, the kfEC8J-block 
corresponding to b,-, . Set e = e(G, B) = / EC,-, : C,-, \ which by [2, (l.l), 1.41 
divides p - 1. Finally, unless otherwise stated (G, B) 2 (iV,, , B,,) will denote 
the Green correspondence (s e Sect. 2). B 
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In [I] Brauer described the ordinary character theory in such a block for the 
special case when d = 1, and 25 years later Dade [2] extended these results 
to the general case. Then by making essential use of Dade’s results Kupisch 
[S, 91 and Janusz [6], working independently, examined the indecomposable 
KG-modules in B. Indeed in two papers [I 1, 121 I also studied these indecom- 
posable modules, but the methods used were purely modular and involved no 
character theory at all. In particular the information obtained in the first of 
these papers was sufficiently detailed to enable the complete KG-submodule 
lattice of every projective indecomposable in B to be classified viaparameters 
6, Y(Z), s(i). The aim of this work is to show that S almost completely determines 
the positive integers r(i), s(i) and then to use the above structure to recover 
all of the ordinary character theory in this block. Of particular importance is 
the way that our methods show how in the case e < q - 1 exactly one class 
of exceptional simple characters arises naturally. 
Before stating in detail the main theorem to be proved here, we need to recall 
all the following results from [l I]. 
(i) B,, is special (4, e)-uniserial (with respect o D,,). Hence we can 
(and shall throughout his paper) adopt the usual notation for the indecomposable 
kN,,-modules in B,-, , namely, 
Tim 9 Ti 2 si . 
(ii) Up to isomorphism B contains exactly e simple kG-modules which 
can be labled V, , VI ,..., V -, so that 
fVi/@(f Vi) cz si forall O<ibe-1. 
Moreover there exists a permutation 6 of {O, l,..., e - l> so that 
qf v,> zx S&, forall O<i<e-1. 
(iii) Define a new permutation p of (0, I,..., e - l> by p(i) s S-l(i) + 1 
mod e, and for each i let Wi be a projective cover of Vi (hence W, , W, ,,.., We-, 
is a full set of projective indecomposable KG-modules in B). Also for a fixed 
i E (0, l,..., e - 1) let Y = r(i), s = s(i) be the smallest positive integers satisfying 
Then the full KG-submodule lattice of Wi is given in Fig. 1 below. 
DEFINITIONS. (i) For each 0 <i < e - I set P(i) = (p”(i): h E IV’) (a 
p-orbit) and d(i) = (P(i):j E R} (a a-orbit). 
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These will be referred to as the orbits of B. 
(ii) If x is any ordinary character of G, ~0 will denote x restricted tothe 
p-regular efements of G. 
(iii) For all i, Q will be the ordinary character associated with Wi (hence 
qio is the modular character of Wi). 
(iv) Set a = (q - 1)/e, Ei = W’JXi and F2 = WJY, , where Xi , Yi are 
the submodules of I+$ ilhrstrated in Fig. 1. 
We can now state our main theorem. 
THEOREM. (i) For each in (0, I,.,., e - I} there exist ordinary characters 
$+ , x2 of G such that #t,’ xi0 are the modular characters of I?, , Fi , respectively, 
and 7ji = 7+$ + xi . 
Moreovw 9i = +i ;f jEP(i), xi == xj if j E A(i); <$I$, z,!J~) = 0 if j $ P(i), 
(xi , xj) = 0 if j $ A(i); and (& , xj) = 0 for all i, j. 
(ii) There exist exactly e + 1 orbits of B (and hence exactly e + 1 of the 
above characters). 
(iii) If e = q - 1, then for each i~(0, l,..., e - I> the following all hold. 
(a) r(i) is the smallest positive integer r such that p’(i) = i and s(i) is the 
smallest positive integers s such that S(i) = i. 
(b) r(i) = 1 P(i)/, s(i) = j A(i)j. 
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(4 vi , VP(i) P.S.> Vortl,-l(i) are all distinct, Vi , V,, ,..., V8/gs(1)-~(i) are 
all distinct, andfkther V+ci) C$ Vsjci) for all 1 < h < r(i) - 1, 1 <j < s(i)-1. 
(d) FOP each j suppose Vj OCCUYS as a composition factor of Wi with 
multiplicity cii , then 
cij = 2 if j = i, 
= 1 if j E P(i) U d(i) but j # i, 
= 0 if j $ P(i) U d(i). 
This gives the Cartan matrix of B. 
(e) &. and xi are simple. 
This gives the decompsition matrix of B. 
(iv) If e < q - 1, then there exists a “natural” injection 
p: (0, l,..., e - l> + {orbits of B). 
The complement to the image of p has order 1 and we call its unique member the 
exceptional orbit. This will be denoted by E. In this case, for each i E (0, l,..., e - 1) 
the following all hold. 
(a) If P(i) # E, r(i) is the smallest positive integer Y such that p’(i) = i; 
but if P(i) = E, r(i) is the smallest positive integer Y such that a divides P and 
p’/“(i) = i. Also ;fO(i) # E, s(i) is th e smallest positive integer s szlch that S*(i) = i; 
but if d(i) = E, s(i) is th e smallest positive integer s such that a divides s and 
@la(i) = i. 
(b) r(i) = I W ;f P(i) # E, s(i) = 1 d(i)/ if d(i), f E, 
= a . / P(i)/ ;f P(i) = E, = a * 1 O(i)/ if d(i) = E. 
(4 vi , V&i) 1”‘) VOrci,-~(i~ are all distinct if P(i) #E, but if P(i) = E, 
the jirst r(i)/a members are distinct and repeated cyclically a times. Also Vi, 
v8(i) Y***Y Vss+~(i) are all distinct ;f d(i) #E, but if d(i) = E, the first s(i)/a 
members are distinct and repeated cyclically a times. Moreover Vp,(i) C$ Vajti) for 
a211 <h<r(i)- 1, 1 <j<s(i)- 1. 
(d) For each j suppose Vi occurs as a composition factor of Wi with 
multiplicity cij , then 
c,j = 2 $ j = i with j$E, 
=a+1 if j=iwithjEE, 
= 1 if j E P(i) u d(i) with j # i and j ~6 E, 
= a if jEP(i)~d(i)withj#iandjEE, 
zzz 0 2.. j $ P(i) U d(i). 
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This gives the Cartan matrix of B. 
(e) & is sitiple ifP(i) # E, but if P(i) = E, it is the sum of a distirtct 
simple characters, all equal on p-regular elements. Also xi is simple if A(i) # E, 
but if A(i) = E, it is the sum of a distinct simple ch.aracters, allequal on p-regular 
elements. This gives the decomposition matrix of B. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
DEFINITIONS. (i) If U, B are KG-modules then (U, V), = Horn&U, V>, 
(ii) RG-lattice will mean an R-free RG-module. 
(iii) Let N be any RG-module, Then MK will denote M OR K when 
viewed as a KG-module, and &i will denote MIMP when viewed as a RG- 
module. Also ifL is an RG-submodule (of M, L is called R-pure if 
mrEL(mEM,rER\CO))~mEL. 
(Hence L is R-pure 6. M/L is R-torisian-free 
+:- M/L is an RG-lattice.) 
(iv) Let X, Y be either KG-modtdes or RG-modules. Then, 
(a) X is called projective-free if no direct summand of X is projective, 
(b) X 0 Y will denote any extension of X by Y, so that there exists an 
exact sequence 0 ---f Y + X 0 Y -+ X -+ 0. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Brauer [3, Lemma 48.l(iv), Theorem 48.71.) Let A be a 
KG-module. Then, 
(i) There exists an RG-lattice M such that MK g A. 
(ii) .lf MI , M2 are RG-lattices with MIX g h&K s A, then fvI and .8& 
have the same composition factors. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 0 -+ MI -+ M -+ l& -+ 0 be a short exact sequence of RG- 
lattices. Then there exists a short exact sequence 0 -+ zI -+ z--t ii& +- 0 of 
KG-modules, and MK g MIK @ MzK. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
DEFINITION. If x is an ordinary character of G and if M is any RG-lattice 
with MK affording x, then c(x) will denote the composition factors of &! (this 
is well defined by Theorem 2.1). 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let M be an RG-lattice with x the character of MK. Suppose 
x = el -/- 0, , where el , 8, # 0 are characters. Them there exist R-pure RG- 
sublattices Ml , n/r, of M such that 
6) MIK and MK/MzK (g (M/MJK) aflord the character 0, , MzK and 
MK/MIK (= (M/MaK) a#ord the character 0, . Hence the composition factors 
-- 
of &?l , i%l/Ms both equal c(e,) and the composition factors of Bs , M/Ml both 
equal c(e,). 
(ii) For i = 1, 2 there exists a short exact sequence 0 -+ && + 
-- 
M + M/M, -+ 0 of kG-modules. 
Proof. Condition (i) is left as an exercise and condition (ii) follows from 
Lemma 2.2. 
Remark. Under the conditions of Lemma 2.3 it follows that for both i = 1,2, 
&!! contains a proper nonzero submodule and a proper nonzero 
factor-module, both of which have composition factors c(0,) (4 
LEMMA 2.4. Let Q be a projective indecomposable RG-module with 7 the 
character of QK. Suppose x is a simple component of 7 with c(x) multiplicity-free 
Then x occurs in 7 with multZplicity 1. 
Proof. This follows from the theory of decomposition numbers. 
DEFINITIONS. (i) A KG-module U is called liftable if there exists an RG- 
lattice M such that m, U. 
(ii) A short exact sequence 0 -+ lJ, ---f U -+ Us -+ 0 of KG-modules is 
called liftable if ther exists a short exact sequence 0 -+ Ml + M -+ Mz -+ 0 
of RG-lattices with MI g U, , %?g U and %?a g U, . 
Now consider an exact sequence 0 -+ U -+ W+ V + 0 of KG-modules with 
W projective. Any sequence of this form is called a projective presentation of V, 
and if W is minimal (among all other projective presentations of V) then the 
above sequence is called a minimal projective presentation (mpp) of V. For all 
KG-modules V a mpp exists, and we write l2V for the corresponding “kernel”, 
which must be projective-free. So any mpp of V yields a short exact sequence 
0 ---f 52V -+ W-t V --+ 0. Schanuel’s lemma [7, p. 161 and the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem now show that if U is the “kernel” of any projective presentation of V, 
then 
Us OV 0 (projective). 
Hence it follows that &?V is unique up to isom0rphism.l 
1 In the KNa_I-block BdmI described in Sect& 1, observe that there exists a mpp 0 -+ 
Ti+ a,O- oL -+ T, - T,, - 0 of T,, . Hence QT,, z T,+,,,-, for all i, 01. 
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Remark. We can make exactly the same construction for RG-lattices. Hence 
if M is any RG-lattice, we can look at a mpp 0 -+ J2M -+Q -+ M 4 0 of iI& 
Of particular importance are the following two results. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose we have an extension X o Y = Z, where X, Y, Z are 
either KG-modules or RG-lattices. Then there exists an extension L2X 0 52Y gg 
L2Z @ (projective). 
Proof, Certainly we can find an extension of the following form: 
Y 0 QZ s QX @ (projective). (“1 
Let (2: Y 0 QZ + Y be the natural epimorphism with ker u = 522. Also suppose 
0 -+ QY -% W: Y --+ 0 is a mpp of Y with p the inclusion map. 
Hence r: W -+ Y is an epimorphism with ker rr = QY. Now W is projective, 








we can find w E W such that ~LET = UO. Hence w0 - u E ker 0 = QZ. Thus 
u = z + we for some x E QZ, and therefore 4 is surjective. Next show that 
ker #J = ((-~0, y) : y E SZY} g QY. Then it follows that there xists an extension 
(Y o 02) o QY g QZ @ W. So using (*) and a standard property of projective 
modules, it is clear that we can find an extension (QX 0 QY) @ (projective) z 
aZ @ W. But QZ is projective-free and W is projective, so by the Krull- 
Schmidt theorem there is an extension 0X o QY s SZZ @ (projective). This 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.6 (see [5, Sect. 31). If V is a RG-module, then 
V is liftable o J2V is liftable. 
Moreover if V is liftable, to the RG-lattice M say, theta any mpp of V lifts to 
a mpp of M. 
From now on (until the end of this paper) suppose that (G, B) satisfies the
hypothesis given in Section 1. Hence adopt all of the notation given there. 
Mr, can define the Green correspondence for modules G & NGl as in 
[ll, Sect. 21, for example. Notice that 9 
X = (D” n D : x E G\N& < (1). 
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Moreover X is empty only when G = Nd-r and in this case f, g are both taken 
to be the identity map. The results Theorem 2.7-Corollary 2.11 below are 
nothing more than trivialities when X is empty (i.e., when G = N&, so all 
proofs and references will deal with the case X = (1) only. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let U, V be KG-modules in B and let T be a kN,,-module 
in B,, . Then, 
(a) If U, T are nonprojective indecomposable, f U is a nonprojective inde- 
composable kN,-,-module in B,, , g T is a nonprojective indecomposable KG- 
module in B, and 
f (gT) s T, g(fU) s u. 
(b) f (QV si Qn(f V, g(-QT) ei Q’(gT). 
(c) Suppose U is nonprojective indecomposable and V simple. 
Th??J 
VA V>G si (fU>f ov&l if J(f U> + l(f V> < 4, 
s (J?f u, Qf vNd--l if l(f U> + 4f V> > 4> 
us k-spaces. 
Proof. (a) See [4]. 
(b) See [5, Sect. 41. 
(c) Combine [4, Theorem 4.121 with [5, (3.3)] and [ll, Corollary 3.41. 
Remark. The Green correspondence can be set up between RG-modules 
and RN,-,-modules. In particular the following result is vital. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let L be an RNd-,-lattice. Tken z g gz. Hence if a kNdel- 
module is liftable (to an RN,-,-lattice), gT is also liftable (to an RG-lattice). 
Proof. When 3 = {l>, gL and gL are both projective-free with 
LG g gL @ (projective), LG G gE @ (projective). 
Also Lo is an RG-lattice (since L is an RN,-,-lattice) and EG g LG. So the result 
follows using [13, Lemma 11. 
We now look at the correspondents of the simple KG-modules v, 
(0 < i < e - 1). 
DEFINITION. If T is an indecomposable kNdel-module in B,, , T is called 
short if l(T) < e and long if l(T) > q - e.2 
2 Notice that if T is nonprojective indecomposable, then T is short (long) o BT is long 
(short). 
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LEMMA 2.9 (Feit [ll, Theorem 3.61). For each i ~(0, l,..., e - 11, fyi is 
either short or long. 
Finally we look at some results about the positive integers r(i), s(i). 
LEMMA 2.10. Let i E (0, l,..., e - l}. Then, 
(a) p’(i)(i) = ljs(“(i) = i. 
(b) E(jVd) + l( jV,& < q - 1 for aZZ 1 ,< h < r(i) - 1 and E( fyi) + 
l( jVa9tij) 2 q + 1 for aZl 1 <j < s(i) - 1. 
(c) For each 0 < h < r(i) - 1 there exists a factor-module Eih of Wi with 
Eih g Vi 0 VP(<) 0 --a o VDp”ci) and fEih gfVi 0 jVpci) 0 .*. 0 jVpqi) . Also for each 
0 < j < s(i) - 1 there exists a factor-modale Fij of Wi with Fi, E Vi o V8,:) o 1.0 o 
ligj(<) and sCjFij z QjVi 0 QjV,,,, 0 *.* 0 slfv@(g) . 
(d) Set Ei = Ei,+jeI and Fi = F,,S(i)-l . Then, 
jEd G Ti+_, E QSi-, , fF$ es Ss-l(o . 
Boof. (a) See [ll, Lemma 3.13(c)]. 
(b) This follows from the way in which y(i), s(i) are defined (see Sect. 1). 
(c) See [ll, Lemma 3.13(a), (b)] in which Eih , Fij are the extensions Pi,, 
d, . The reader may also find Theorem 2.5 useful. 
(d) See [ll, Lemma 3.13(c)]. 
Remark. The modules Ed, and F,! are all uniserial by Fig. 1. 
COROLLARY 2.11. For all i E (0, l,..., e - l} the following all hold. 
(i) r(i) =r(j)ijj~P(i)ands(i) =s(j);fj~-d(i). 
(ii) Set m(i) = / P(i)/, n(i) = / n(i)!. 
Then m(i) divides r(i) and n(i) divides s(i). Moreover 
the composition factors of Ei consist of the distimt 
simples Vi , VPci) ,..., 17pmci,-qi) repeated cyclically 
r(i)/m(i) times, and the composition factors ojFi 
consist of the distinct simples Vi , V6cl:) ,..., V6ncz,-~li) 
repeated cyclically s(i)/n(i) times. 
(iii) (4 P(i) f P(j) if j I P(i), 
(b) 4) # d(j) if j447, 62 
(c) P(i) # d(j) for aZl i, j provided e > 1 v 
(i-4 VDw * VSW f orall1~h,<r(i)-l,1<j~s(i)-l. 
(v) Yg s Wo(i)/‘Xp(i) = Ep(i) , Xi FE W~(z)/Y~(~) = Fati) * 
(vi) Ei G sZgS$, , Fi s gSs-qi) .
481/44/I-15 
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Proof. (i) and (ii) These follow from Lemma 2.10(a). 
(iii) Parts (a) and (b) are obvious, part (c) follows from Lemma 2.10(b). 
(iv) This follows from Lemma 2.10(b) Theorem 2.7(a). 
(v) This is immediate from (i) above. 
(vi) This follows from Lemma 2.10(d) along with Theorem 2.7(a), (b). 
3. THE BRAUER TREE OF B 
THEOREM 3.1. For each i E (0, 1,‘. , e - 1) both gSi and !2gSi aye liftable. 
Proof. Induction on ( G 1. 
Case 1. Suppose G = N, . 
Here we have to show that S, , &AS’, are liftable for all i. Set Ns = No/D0 = 
N,/D, and fix i. Then Si can be regarded as a simple kNO-module in a I&a-block 
of defect group 1. Now this block will contain a unique simple ordinary character, 
say x, and moreover if M is an RNO-lattice with MK affording x then we must 
have xz Si . So if we view M as an RN,-lattice, a~ Sj as kNO-modules. 
Thus S, is liftable, and hence so too is 5A!& by Theorem 2.6. 
Case 2. Suppose G = Nd-r > N,, . 
Here we have to show that & , SAS’, are liftable for all i. Set Nd-r = NdJDdwl , 
fi = DID,, and N =N~~-1(DB--2/Dd--1). Then from [1 1, Corollary 4.121 the 
block idempotent of B,, yields exactly one kN+,-block, which we shall 
denote by BdpI, and the defect group of this block is B. Moreover if B is the 
unique AN-block of defect group i?~ with B’a-1 = 8,-r and if g: (N, B) + 
(fld-r , Bd-r) denotes the Green correspondence, then [11] also shows that 
either g or Qg maps simples to simples. 
Hence since the simple kNd,-modules in B,-, can be identified with the 
simpIe kNd_,-modules in B&-r , the result follows by induction applied to 
N&-r along with Theorem 2.6. 
Cae 3. Suppose G > NdeI . 
Then by induction applied to Nd-r , both Si and SZS, are liftable for all i. 
Hence the result now follows from Theorems 2.7(b) and 2.8. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Ei , F, are @table for every i E (0, I,..., e - l}. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.1 l(vi) and Theorem 3.1. 
Remark. For each i, we see from Corollary 2.1 l(v) that there exists mpp’s of 
the following form: 
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Moreover: 
LEMMA 3.3. We can find RG-lattices Qg , Li , Mi so that there exists mpp’s 
with_Oir Wi,Li~EEiandll/lirF,forallO~i~e- I. 
Proof. Certainly for each i E (0, l,..., e - l> there exists a projective in- 
decomposable RG-module Q$ with ci s W, , and moreover Q, which must 
be an RG-lattice, is unique up to isomorphism. 
Also by Corollary 3.2 there is an RG-lattice L, which satisfies Ea s E,, ~ 
Now look at the following sequence of mpp’s 
s: (0 -+ F,(,) --+ W, --f Ei + 0, 0 + E,+l - W6(i) - Fa’,(i) + 01, 
i = 0, I,... , e - 1. 
On applying Theorem 2.6 repeatedly, we see that S lifts to a sequence of mpp’s 
as required. 
Remarks. (i) These techniques were first used by Green in [S, (7.1)-j, 
(ii) In the above proof we have used Corollary 3.2 for E,, only. So it would 
have sufficed to prove Theorem 3.1 (from which Corollary 3.2 is deduced) for 
i = 0 alone. However the proof of this theorem does not appear to simplify 
for this special case, except when B is the principal block. 
(iii) Using Lemma 2.2 we have QiK s Lf(, @ M;K z LiK @ M& for all i. 
Notation. Let rli, &, xi be the characters of QtK, LiK, I&“, respectively. 
Thus for each i, 
173 = hi) + xi = 9% + X&T) . Pb 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that e = 1. Then (&, , x0) = 0. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.8 that either Y(O) = 1 or s(O) = 1, 
Hence either c(&,) = {V,,} or c(x,,) = (VJ. So by applying (A) to L, , IV& along 
with Lemma 2.4, we see that either &, is simple and of multiplicity one in qo 
or x0 is simple and of multiplicity one in q0 . But by (D), 70 = &, + x0 and so 
the lemma follows. 
THEOREM 3.5. All of part (i) in the main theorem is true. 
Proof. Certainly &O, ~$0 are the modular characters of Ei , Fi , respectively. 
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Also by applying (A) to Li, i& and using (B), (C) along with Lemma 3.4, we 
deduce that 
ai, $0 = 0 if j$P(z’), (Xi 9 Xi> =‘O if j$d(i), 
and 
64 ; x9> = 0 for all i, j. 
Hence from (D) it follows that & = $,,ti, , xi = xsti) for all {. Thus & = & 
if j E P(i), xi = x5 if j E d(i) and r)$ = & + xi . This completes the proof. 
Notation. Let 9 denote the linear graph with Q, ,..., 78-l as edges and the 
orbits of B as vertices, where each edge vi joins the vertices P(i) and d(i). 
Remarks. (i) Notice that each vertex of 9 can be given a unique label 
from the set {I’, O}. 
(ii) Using Theorem 3.5 we can also regard the vertices of 9 as ordinary 
characters in B. 
THEOREM 3.6. 3 is a tree. 
Proof. 3 is connected,, since for any 0 < i <j < e - 1 the sequence 
7i 9 78(i) > Tit1 7 T&+1) 3 %+z >.'.f vj describes a path in 9 from vi to Q . 
Now suppose that vi,, Q, ,..., Q, , Q, describes a cycle in 9. Then using 
remark (i) above, we must have n odd. 
Also using Lemma 3.4 we see that vi, - qi, + 7i, - ... - yin = 0. But this 
contradicts he fact that T,, ..., 7+-l are linearly independent over E. 
Thus 9 does not contain any cycles (i.e., 9 is acyclic). This shows that 9 
is a tree as required. 
Remark. 9 is called the Brauer tree of B. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Part (ii) in the main theorem is true. 
Proof. If T is any tree, let m(T) denote the number of edges in T and n(T) 
the number of vertices in T. Then, an easy induction on n(T) proves the well- 
known result hat n(T) = m(T) + 1. 
So the number of orbits of B, n(9), satisfies n(9) = m(9) + 1 = e + 1. 
4. THE CASE e = q, - 1 
Assume throughout this Section that e = 4 - 1. Hence since e must divide 
p - 1, it follows that 4 = p. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let i E (0, l,..., e - 11. Then, 
z(i) is the smallest positive integer r such that p’(i) = i and 
s(i) is the smallest positive integer s such that 68(i) = i. 
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PFWOJL: Certainly p+“(i)(i) = W)(i) = i by Lemma 2.10(a). 
Also Lemma 2.10(c), (d) h s ow that there exists extensions of the form 
f vi ofvp,i, 0 -*a of V~r(i)-l(i) Gs T,,,-, > 
Qfr(, o Qf %,i, 0 *** 0Qf v@(i)-qi) z2 QRsG-qi) z q,(d),p--I * 
But fv#qfVj) G q2f v-j) g sj f or all 0 <j < e - 1, so since e = p - 1, 
it follows that 
p(i) # i for all 1 < u < r(i) - 1, P(i) # i for all 1 < ?J < S(i) - 1. 
This gives the result. 
COROLLARY 4.2. All of part (iii) n the main theorem is true. 
Proof. (a) This is Lemma 4.1. 
(b) This follows from (a). 
(c) This is an immediate consequence of (a) along with Corollary 2.11(iv). 
(d) This follows from (c). 
(e) Apply (A) to Li , n/r bearing in mind (c). 
5. THE CASE e < p - 1 
Assume throughout this section that e < q - 1. Hence a = (q - 1)/e > t. 
LEMMA 5.1. For each i E’(O, l,..., e - l> #here is at most one long mad& in 
the list fVi , fV,(n ,..., fVp,.cz,-l(i) and at most one short module in the E&t fVf I 
fV&) ,.**, fVp,i,-l(i) . 
Proof. By Lemma 2.10(c), (d) there exist extensions of the form 
f Vi of&, 0 ..* of VDr(i)-‘cij s T+, , 
Qf Vi o Qf V,,i, 0 *** 0 Qfv&)-qi) r +Qs6-qi) z.2 TPfi)rP--l - 
(El 
The result follows from this and footnote 2. 
COROLLARY 5.2. There is a “natud” injectionF 
p: (0, l,..., e - l> -+ (orbits of 3) 
given by 
p: it-+ P(i) if f Vi is Eong, 
p: it-r&i) if f Vi is short, 
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Proof. The map p is injective by Lemma 5.1. 
Notation. Since by Corollary 3.7 there are exactly e + 1 orbits of B, the 
complement to the image of p has order 1. Denote its unique element by E and 
call it the exceptional orbit. 
LEMMA 5.3. (a) If P(i) #E, r(i) is th e smallest positive integer T such that 
p’(i) = i and if A(i) zf E, s(i) is th e smallest positive integer s such that 6*(i) = i. 
(b) Suppose P(i) = E, then v(i) is the smallest positive integer r such that 
a divides Y and p’/“(i) = i. 
(c) Suppose A(i) = E, then s(i) is the smallest positive integer s such that a 
divides s and @/“(i) = i. 
Proof. (a) Use the extensions (E) above. 
(b) Here f Vi , fVoTpti) ,...,f V07(+-l(i) are all short. 
Let 1 < m < r(i) be minimal with the property that p”(i) = i, and set 
Then m = ) P(i)/, and in view of the first extension in (E), if we can show that 
t = e, it will follow immediately that m = r(i)/a as required. Now t is certainly 
a multiple of e, since p”(i) = i. Hence suppose that t > e. Choose 1 < w < m- 1 
such that CyLl E(f VO+,) < e < x7=, Z(fVOi(a). Then if as in Lemma 2.10(c), 
Ei,w-l is the factor-module of Wi satisfying fEi,w-l s f V, 0 f VDti) o ..* 0 f Vp~-l(i), 
there exists a nonzero module homomorphism fEi,w-l+ f V,,+) . Moreover 
J(fEi,ul-1) + E(fVpm(i)) < Cj’l”d-l I(fl,,j(a) = Q - 1. Hence by Theorem 2.7(c), 
(Ei,w-l , Vpw(i))c sx (fEi,w-I , f VOqo)Nd--l # 0. Thus we must have Vi g VP”(i) , 
which means that i = pwfi). But this contradicts the minimality of m. So t = e 
as required. 
(c) This is analogous to (b) and left to the reader. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Conditions (a), (b), (c) and (d) of part (iv) in the main theorem 
are true. 
Proof. (a) This is Lemma 5.3. 
(b) This follows from (a). 
(c) This is an immediate consequence of (a) along with Corollary 2.11(iv). 
(d) This follows from (c). 
Remark. If we know E, we can evaluate each of the positive integers r(i), 
s(i) from 6. 
LEMMA 5.5. (a) If P(i) #E, & is simpZe with c(&) = (V, : t E P(i)> and 
if A(i) # E, xi is simple with c(x;) = (V, : t E A(i)]. 
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(b) Suppose P(i) = E, then & is the szbm of at most a simple characters, 
each of which has composition factors (V, : t E P(i)> repeated an integral number 
of times. 
(c) Suppose A(i) = E, then xi is the sum of at most a simple characters, 
each of which has composition factors (V, : t E A(i)) repeated an integral nzmz+ber 
of times. 
Proof. Use (c) of part (iv) in the main theorem (proved above) and apply (A) 
toL,, Mz. 
DEFINITIONS. The ordinary character corresponding to the exceptional orbit 
will be called the exceptional character and we will denote it by 6. Its simple 
components are called exceptional simple characters. Also all the other #‘s and x’s 
will be referred to as the nonexceptional simple characters. There are exactly e 
of these. 
Remark. Notice that every simple ordinary character in B must be either 
an exceptional simple or a nonexceptional simple. 
The main result used to manipulate 0 is the following, which is from (c) 
of part (iv) in the main theorem (proved above): 
If P(i) = E, then in the list V, , V,,(+, ..., V,,F(+l(i) the first 
r(i)/a members are distinct and repeated cyclically a times. 
If A(i) = E, then in the list Vi , V&j ,..,, Vss~+l(i) the first 
s(i)/a members are distinct and repeated cyclically a times. 
03 
LEMMA 5.6. The following statements are equivalent. 
(Sl) There exist (at least) a distinct exceptional simple characters in B. 
(S2) 8 is the sum of a distinct simples, say 0 = 8, + ... + ea , where for all 
1 <p<a,c(B,) =(V,:tEE). 
(S3) 8 is the sum of a characters. 
Proof. (Sl) s (S2) Suppose (Sl) holds. 
Then 0 involves these a exceptional simple characters, so (S2) follows on 
applying (A) and bearing in mind (F). 
(S2) 5 (S3) This is obvious. 
(S3) + (Sl) Suppose (53) holds. 
Then by (A) and (F) again, 0 must be the sum of a simple characters, say 
e 1 ,..-, 8, with ~(0,) = (V, : t E E) for all 1 < p < a. Thus if i E (0, l,..., e - l> 
represents E, then Lemma 2.4 shows that each 0, occurs in Q (and hence in 0) 
with multiplicity one only. So Or ,..., 0, are all distinct, and this verifies (Sl). 
Remark. If we can prove that statement (S2) is true, then this along with 
Lemma 5.5(a) will verify (e) in part (iv) of the main theorem. The proof of this 
theorem will then be complete. 
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6. A PROOF OF STATEMENT (S2) 
Assume as in Section 5 that a = (4 - 1)/e > 1. Also for convenience set 
N = Nd--l , c = Cd-, ) B = Be, and b = b,-, . 
LEMMA 6.1. (a) b is (q, 1) -u&serial and Eb, B are both special (q, e)-uniserial 
(with respect to DeeI). 
(b) Let F be th e unique simple kc-module in b (up to isomorphism). Also 
adopt the following notation for the indecomposable modules in Eb, B: 
Then FEc c I,, @ .** @ Ikpl , (I& g F for all j and (J<=)Nr Ti, for all i, 01. 
(c) If G = C, B = b then both S and p equal the identity map on (0). 
Hence in this case there exists exactly one S-orbit and one p-orbit, the latter being 
the exceptional orbit. 
(d) If either G = EC, B = Eb or G = N, B = B then S(i) = i and 
p(i) z i + 1 mod e for all 0 < i < e - 1. Hence in both of these cases there 
exists exactly e S-orbits and one p-orbit, the latter being the exceptional orbit. 
Proof. [11, Sect. 41 shows that up to isomorphism b contains a unique simple 
module, whilst Eb, B both contain exactly e simple modules. So by applying 
the main theorem of [ll] to (C, b), (EC, Eb), and (N, B) in turn we get Lemma 
6.1(a). 
Part (b) now follows from [ll, Lemmas 4.4, 4.51. 
Parts (c) and (d) are left as easy exercises. 
LEMMA 6.2. (a) If P(i) = E, then there exists a KG-module U such that 
Eir Uo lJo**.o U (acopies) and fur Tie. 
(b) If A(i) = E, then there exists a KG-module Z such that 
F,(orZoZo**.oZ (acopies) and fZr QT,, . 
Proof. (a) If P(i)=E, let m=r(i)/ a which satisfies p”(i) = i. Then U is the 
uniserial module of the form U g Vi 0 VOp(i) 0 *a* 0 V,,,,+l(i) which has f U z Tie 
(see the proof of Lemma 5.3(b)). 
(b) This is analogous. 
We can now provide a proof of (S2). There are four cases to consider. 
Case G = C, B - b. Here [3, p. 4281 shows that 6 contains exactly q 
simple ordinary characters, and this verifies (Sl). Hence by Lemma 5.6, (S2) 
also holds. 
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We will denote these p simple characters by (I ,..., & . Notice that by (S2) 
and Lemma 5.5(a) applied to this case (see Lemma &l(c)) we must have c(E,) =z 
{F) for all 1 < p < 4. 
Case G = EC, 33 = Eb. If e = 1 then EC = C and the above case applies. 
Hence suppose that e > 1. 
Now by Lemma 6.1(b), c([ic) = {I,, .. , I+J, and so [$,“” E Eb for all p. 
But by Lemma 6.1 (c), d(i) = (Q for each i and E = P(0) = {O, l,..., e - 11, so 
by Lemma 5.5 applied to this case we deduce that for a fixed p, either 
(4 6F is the sum of e simple characters (all nonexceptional); or 
(b) e? is simple (and hence an exceptional simple). 
Suppose next that some k satisfies (a). Then each simple component I; of ezc 
has c(t) = {IJ f or some j, and hence c([c) = {fl by Lemma 6.1(b). Thus 
& is simple by (A), and therefore {tF, 5) = (5, , cc> = 1. So [tc is the sum 
of e distinct nonexceptional simples, all of which equal [, on restriction to C, 
Hence (a) cannot happen for more than ane p. So (b) must occur for (at least) 
P - 1 p’s, But for every p, (eF”“>c is (by Mackey) the sum of e simple characters 
including fLl , so we can construct at least a = (q - 1)/e distinct exceptional 
simple characters of the form & . EC So (Sl) holds, and hence by Lemma 5.6 so 
too does (S2). Thus if h denotes the exceptional character in Eb, we cm write 
X = hr + ... + X, always. 
Case G = N, B = B. For a fixed 0 G i < e - 1, there exists an R(EC)- 
lattice L with E z Ji,,-l and h the character of LK. Hence XN = hIN + .*+ + h,N 
is the character of (LN)K and G s EN g T,,,, by Lemma 6.1(b). 
So hN is the exceptional character of B, and (S3) holds, Hence by Lemma 5.6, 
(S2) also holds. Thus it follows that each XUN must be simple, and moreover since 
E = P(O) = (0, l,..., e - l> by Lemma 6.1(d), we also have that 
Case G > N, B. For a fixed 0 < i < e - 1, let N be any m-lattice such 
that p g Ti,,-l and HK affords the character XN. Then using Lemma 2.3 and (*) 
above, we see that there exists an extension of RN-lattices, I;r, 0Na 0 ... 0II, s I?> 
where for all 1 < p < a, g r Ti, and X,N is the character of HUK. So there 
exists an extension of RG-lattices, HIG 0 HzG 0 *.. oHaG s HG. Now projective 
is equivalent o injective for RG-lattices, oall projective parts in the left-hand 
side of the above extension will break out into direct summands. Thus there 
exists an extension of RG-lattices ofthe following form: 
gHl OgH, o 1’. 0gH, z gH @ (projective). (fi) 
Now suppose firstly that P(i) = E. 
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Then if U is the KG-module in Lemma 6.2(a), Theorem 2.7(a) and 2.8 show 
that 
gH,cxgH,ggTieg U for all 1 < p < a. 
Also 3s gpr gTizpTl g E, , so by Lemma 6.2(a) and Lemma 2.2 we see 
that the projective direct summand in the right-hand side of (t) must be zero. 
Moreover we can take gH = L< . So there is an extension of RG-lattices, 
gH, OgH, 0 1’. 0 gH, G Li . Hence & (=O) is the sum of a characters. This 
verifies (S3). H ence by Lemma 5.6, (S2) holds. Now suppose that d(i) = E. 
Then an analogous argument based on Theorem 3.5 shows that (S2) still holds. 
This completes the proof. 
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